And they lived happily ever afterwards!

Once upon a time there was a man whose life's ambition was to take upon himself a pipe. Time and again his heart was set on some particular pipe—but poor fellow, his dreams never came true...

Until one day a friend, experienced in such affairs, gave him a few pointers. He took his friend's advice; he got some Grainger Rough Cut. It worked! In a few weeks' time he was solidly wedded to a wonderful pipe... sitting pretty, fixed for life!

Indeed, but for Grainger many a man would never know the joy and comfort of a pipe! Grainger is so mild, so mellow, so cool! Ripe old Burley tobacco, mellowed Wellman's way. And cut in rough flakes that burn slow and smoke cool...

Grainger's mission in life is to see that no man ever experiences a pipe disappointment... just stick to Grainger and your old pipe will be a perfect pal—right through the years. Forever!
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Grainger Rough Cut is made by S. L. Loring & Marcus Tobacco Company

Grainger Rough Cut

The half-pint size is supposed to be a very big pipe to fill. Smaller pipes look funny. We have a two-and-a-half pints of pipe that is the exact size of a pipe that is one-and-a-half pints.

Made for pipes only!